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Tehran urges UN court to halt 
‘economic strangulation’ by US

Iran demands an end to US nuclear-linked sanctions
THE HAGUE: Iran yesterday demanded the UN’s top
court suspend US nuclear-linked sanctions against
Tehran, accusing Washington of plotting its “economic
strangulation”. The Islamic Republic launched a suit at
the International Court of Justice over US President
Donald Trump’s decision to reimpose the sanctions that
had been lifted in a 2015 accord. Iran says Trump’s move
breaches a 1955 treaty.

Trump says the sanctions are needed to ensure Iran
never builds a nuclear bomb. But Iran’s representative
Mohsen Mohebi branded them “naked economic aggres-
sion”. His team of lawyers told the court in The Hague the
measures were already devastating Iran’s economy and
threatening the welfare of its citizens. “The United States
is publicly propagating a policy intended to damage as
severely as possible Iran’s economy and Iranian nationals
and companies,” Mohebi said. “Iran will put up the
strongest resistance to the US economic strangulation,
by all peaceful means.”

‘Irreparable prejudice’
The US measures have added to Iran’s economic

woes, fuelling strikes and protests across the country
and political spectrum. The sanctions target financial
transactions and imports of raw materials, cars and air-
craft among other things. A second wave of punitive
measures is due to hit Iran in early November, targeting
its vital energy sector including oil exports. Iran’s
lawyers said the sanctions would cause it “irreparable
prejudice”. 

They urged the court to order the suspension of the

sanctions pending a definitive ruling. British lawyer
Samuel Wordsworth, for Iran, told the court the sanctions
were threatening Iranians’ access to medicines as well as
disrupting business deals. Jean-Marc Thouvenin, law
professor at University of Paris Nanterre, added: “It is
urgent that the court indicate provisional measures that

safeguard Iran because the purpose (of sanctions) is to
strangle the Iranian economy within a few months.” 

‘One-sided deal’
The ICJ is expected to take a couple of months to

decide whether to grant Tehran’s request for a provision-
al ruling. A final decision could take years. The 2015 deal
was signed by Iran and the five permanent members of
the United Nations Security Council plus Germany.
Sanctions were lifted in return for Iran committing not to
pursue nuclear weapons. Trump, who took office in 2016,

called it a “horrible one-sided deal”. He said it “failed to
achieve the fundamental objective of blocking all paths
to a Iranian nuclear bomb.” To the horror of the other
signatories, he pulled out of the accord and announced
in May that he would reinstate sanctions.

‘Neither war, nor negotiations’
Iran’s lawyers said the US sanctions threatened tens

of billions of dollars’ worth of business deals with foreign
companies. Iran’s currency the rial has lost around half
its value since April. International companies including
French oil firm Total and Germany’s Siemens have sus-
pended operations in Iran since Trump announced the
US withdrawal in May. Trump said the sanctions would
turn up the financial pressure on Tehran to come to a
“comprehensive and lasting solution” regarding its activ-
ities such as its “ballistic missile program and its support
for terrorism”.

The case is the second brought by Tehran against
Washington since 2016. That year it brought a suit at the
ICJ against the freezing of around $2 billion of Iranian
assets abroad which US courts say should go to
American victims of terror attacks. Hearings in that case
are due to start on October 8. Despite the 1955 Treaty of
Amity and Economic Relations between Iran and the
United States, the two countries have not had diplomatic
ties since 1980. The court adjourned after yesterday’s
hearing, with Washington’s lawyers scheduled to present
their case on Tuesday. Experts expect them to challenge
the ICJ’s jurisdiction. A second round of arguments fol-
lows on Wednesday and Thursday. — AFP 
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THE HAGUE: Iran’s legal challenge against renewed
sanctions by the United States went before the UN’s
International Court of Justice yesterday. Here are
four key questions regarding the case:

What is the case about?
Iran’s attempt to block the reinstatement of sanc-

tions, announced by US President Donald Trump
earlier this year, is the latest in a series of court bat-
tles that Tehran and Washington are fighting at the
ICJ. Trump announced on May 8 that he was pulling
out of a landmark deal between Iran and major
powers aimed at preventing Tehran from acquiring a
nuclear weapon. The deal agreed with the UN’s five
permanent Security Council members and Germany
in 2015 limits Tehran’s stockpile of enriched uranium
until 2031 in exchange for sanctions relief. Blasting
the accord as a “horrible, one-sided deal”, Trump
reimposed a wave of tough, unilateral sanctions.
Tehran now accuses Washington of “besieging” its
economy and wants the Hague-based court - which
rules in disputes between countries - to order the
US to temporarily halt punitive measures, while the
judges mull the deeper merits of the case.

Does Tehran have a case?
The case has two elements, said Eric De

Brabandere, professor of international dispute set-
tlement at Leiden University in the Netherlands.
Firstly, “Iran genuinely considers the re-imposition
of sanctions a violation of international law.”
Secondly, “Iran has the support of many European
states on the question of sanctions, politically
speaking,” De Brabandere argued. Iran’s represen-
tatives need to convince the ICJ that its 15 perma-
nent judges indeed have the jurisdiction to hear the
case. Tehran bases its arguments on a little-known
1955 treaty between Iran and the United States. The
treaty provides for “friendly relations” between the
two countries, encourages mutual trade and invest-
ment and regulates consular relations. However,
there have been no formal diplomatic ties between
Tehran and Washington since the regime of the US-
backed Shah was deposed by Iran’s Islamic revolu-
tion in 1979.

What will Washington argue?
“My guess is that for this case they will argue

that the court has no jurisdiction, as they did in a
separate case launched against the US two years
ago,” said De Brabandere. Washington could invoke
two arguments. One is that the 1955 treaty is no
longer in force, because it is a “treaty of friendship”
between two nations which have been adversaries
for the last four decades. Secondly, US representa-
tives could say that the dispute was “not about the
treaty, but about sanctions and Iran’s alleged terror-
ist activities,” De Brabandere said. “The US is likely
to argue that the dispute is about something much
broader than a treaty,” for instance Tehran’s nuclear
ambitions, the expert said. Furthermore, there is a
clause in the 1955 treaty which allows the states to
take “any measures to protect essential security
interests.”

Can Iran’s case succeed?
“I think it’s very likely that the ICJ will, based on

the 1955 treaty, decide to hear the case,” said De
Brabandere. However, whether the case will be suc-
cessful on its own merits - in other words whether
the United States indeed breached its obligations -
is more difficult to establish. “For one, the 1955
treaty is relatively narrow in scope. It means that the
ICJ can only rule whether the US violated its obliga-
tions under the specific treaty,” De Brabandere said.
This means that the ICJ’s judges will not rule in what
they may consider any broader dispute between
Iran and the United States. The outcome of the case
- which could still take years before being handed
down - “is very difficult to predict,” said De
Brabandere. — AFP 
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TEHRAN: Iranian MPs gesture while the Economy Minister
speaks during a parliament session in the capital Tehran
before a vote which saw him impeached. Karbasian is the
second minister in President Hassan Rouhani’s cabinet to be
impeached this month, following the removal of Labor
Minister Ali Rabiei on August 8. —AFP 

‘Stressed, weeping’ 
pilot caused deadly 
Nepal plane crash
KATHMANDU: An investigation into a deadly plane
crash at Nepal’s international airport has blamed the
captain who wept and suffered an emotional break-
down during the flight after his skills had been ques-
tioned, according to a draft of the report leaked yes-
terday. The March 12 flight from the Bangladeshi cap-
ital Dhaka crash-landed at Kathmandu airport and
skidded into a football field where it burst into flames,
killing 51 people in the deadliest aviation accident in
the Himalayan nation for decades. The draft copy of
the final investigation report, seen by AFP, concludes
the US-Bangla Airlines captain was “under stress and
emotionally disturbed” after a female co-worker had
“questioned his reputation as a good instructor”.

“This mistrust and stress led him to continuously
smoke in the cockpit and also suffer an emotional
breakdown several times during the flight,” it says.
Captain Abid Sultan was “crying and sneezing on sev-
eral occasions during the flight”, it adds. During the
short flight from Dhaka to Kathmandu, Sultan-a for-
mer Bangladesh Air Force pilot who was also an
instructor for the airline - talked non-stop as he tried
to impress upon the junior co-pilot his competence
and proficiency.

The captain’s constant monologue led to the “total
disorientation” of the co-pilot, who was flying the
plane when it crashed. Prithula Rashid had only
recently qualified and had never previously landed at
Kathmandu airport. Nepal’s only international airport
lies in a narrow bowl-shaped valley with the
Himalayas to the north, making it a notoriously chal-
lenging place to land. As the Bombardier Dash 8
Q400 turboprop approached the runway it made a
last-minute change of direction, failed to sufficiently
reduce its speed and did not carry out the necessary
landing checks, investigators said. The report revised
the final death toll up to 51, including both pilots.
Twenty passengers miraculously escaped the burning
wreckage but sustained serious injuries. — AFP

Assad staying in 
power would be 
‘grotesque error’
PARIS: French President Emmanuel
Macron said yesterday that a “return to
normal” in Syria that left its leader Bashar
Al-Assad in power would be a “grotesque
error”, in comments seemingly directed at
his Russian counterpart Vladimir Putin.
“We can see those who would like to
return to normal as soon as the war against
Daesh (the Islamic State group) is finished:
Bashar Al-Assad would stay in power, the
refugees... will return and Europe and few
others would help with reconstruction,”
Macron said. But “such a scenario would
be a grotesque error”, he added. 

After coming to power in May last year,
Macron shifted French policy towards pri-
oritizing the destruction of the Islamic
State group rather than ousting Assad,
warning of a “failed state” if the leader
were forcibly removed. But he has previ-
ously called the Syrian leader an “enemy of
the Syrian people” who should ultimately
face a war crimes court. Macron’s latest
comments during a major foreign policy
address to French ambassadors appeared
to be a rebuke to Putin, who is Assad’s
biggest backer. On August 18, Putin called
on Europe to financially contribute to the
reconstruction of Syria to allow millions of
refugees to return home.

After more than seven years of brutal
war, Macron warned in yesterday’s speech
that Assad was on the verge of creating a
fresh humanitarian crisis in Idlib province. 

The regime says it is determined to
retake the northwestern province on the
Turkish border-Syria’s last major rebel
stronghold-amid speculation of a looming
Russian-backed assault. “The situation is
alarming because the regime is threatening
to create another humanitarian crisis in
Idlib province and until now has shown no
desire to negotiate the slightest political
transition,” Macron said.

“This means reinforcing pressure on the
regime and its allies, and I expect Russia
and Turkey to take account of their roles
and the commitments they have made,” he
added. “Since day one I have considered
Daesh to be our principal enemy, and I have
never made the ousting of Bashar Al-Assad
a condition of our diplomatic or humanitar-
ian action in Syria,” he said. But he accused
Assad of “creating thousands of refugees”
and “massacring his own people”.

Syria summit 
Meanwhile, the presidents of Iran,

Russia, and Turkey will meet on September
7 in Iran for their third tripartite summit on
seeking to end the conflict in Syria, Turkish
state television said yesterday. President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan will travel to Iran to
meet with his Russian and Iranian counter-
parts Vladimir Putin and Hassan Rouhani,
state-run TRT Haber television said.
Private NTV television added the summit
would be held in the northern Iranian city
of Tabriz. 

A Turkish presidential official contacted
by AFP could not immediately confirm the
reports. However, the presidency has invit-
ed Turkish journalists to cover a trip by
Erdogan to Iran on September 7. Erdogan
had previously indicated that he planned to
host a summit on September 7 in Istanbul
on Syria with Putin and also French

President Emmanuel Macron and German
Chancellor Angela Merkel.

But press reports over the last weeks
have suggested that such a meeting was
increasingly unlikely and was set to be
replaced by the latest three-way summit
between Iran, Russia and Turkey. The three
leaders have previously held summits in the
Russian resort city of Sochi and the
Turkish capital Ankara. Ankara, Moscow
and Tehran are backing peace talks based
in the Kazakh capital Astana which they
insist are aimed at reinforcing, rather than
undermining, a UN peace process in
Geneva.

Iran and Russia are the main allies of

Syrian President and their military inter-
ventions in Syria are widely seen as tipping
the balance of the seven year civil war in
the regime’s favor. Turkey has backed
rebels seeking to oust Assad but since late
2016 has been working increasingly closely
with Iran and Russia to bring peace to
Syria. A major item on the agenda at the
summit is expected to be the rebel-held
northwestern Syrian province of Idlib
which Assad wants to re-capture, to crown
a string of military successes. But Turkey
has said a military operation to take Idlib
risks provoking a humanitarian “catastro-
phe”, warning that 3.5 million people are
crammed into the region. — Agencies 

Turkish mothers’ 
protest banned 
ISTANBUL: Turkey banned a weekly rally staged since
the mid-1990s by mothers protesting against the disap-
pearance of their sons and relatives on the grounds that it
had been exploited by a terror group, the interior minister
said yesterday. In an unexpected move, Turkish police
used water cannon, tear gas and plastic bullets to disperse
the 700th protest by the Saturday Mothers in central
Istanbul this weekend, causing consternation among rights
activists. Almost 50 people were detained, including lead-
ers of the Saturday Mothers movement such as 82-year-
old Emine Ocak, although all were later released.

“We didn’t let them (protest) because we want an end
to this exploitation and deceit,” Interior Minister Suleyman
Soylu was quoted as saying by the state-run Anadolu
news agency. “Should we have turned a blind eye to moth-
erhood being abused by a terror organization?” he added.
Soylu did not specify further but Istanbul authorities had
said that the rally was banned after calls to attend were
made through social media channels linked to the outlawed

Kurdistan Workers Party (PKK). The protest, held every
Saturday since May 27, 1995, remembers the disappear-
ance of relatives in the 1980s and 1990s - allegedly at the
hands of the state - in one of modern Turkey’s most turbu-
lent periods.

The disappearances happened at the peak of the PKK
insurgency demanding self-rule in the Kurdish-dominated
southeast. Tens of thousands have lost their lives in the
conflict that began in 1984 and continues to this day. The
country was also wracked by political instability and vio-
lence following the 1980 military coup, with many detained
for political activism. Activists say the state has never
properly investigated the fate of those who disappeared
after being detained by the authorities.

The Saturday Mothers group were unable to hold their
protests from 1999 to 2009 due to repeated police inter-
ventions but they then resumed and Saturday was the first
time in recent years that officers stepped in. The rally’s
forceful dispersion came two months after President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan won a new mandate with enhanced
powers, which activists fear will be used to squeeze free-
dom of expression in Turkey. The Saturday Mothers group
is said to have been inspired by the Mothers of the Plaza
de Mayo, a group of Argentinean mothers who hold rallies
after their children disappeared during Argentina’s military
dictatorship. — AFP 

IDLIB: A picture shows worshippers entering and exiting from Al-Rawda mosque in the
rebel-held northern Syrian city of Idlib.  — AFP 

ISTANBUL: Turkish riot police detains protesters of Saturday Mothers group demonstration in Istanbul. Istanbul
police break up a regular demonstration by Turkish mothers remembering the disappearance of relatives in the
1980s and 1990s - detaining dozens as they marked holding the 700th such weekly protest. — AFP 


